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Abstract. It is well known that a monoid which is presented by a finite complete rewriting system 
has a decidable work problem. On the other hand, the problem whether each finitely presentable 
recursive monoid can be presented by a finite complete rewriting system is still unsolved. It is 
conjectured that this is not always possible. By generalising the rewriting systems to the n-level 
rewriting systems it is shown that exactly the finitely presentable recursive monoids can be 
presented by finite complete 2-level rewriting systems. 
Introduction 
Recently, there has been considerable interest in rewriting systems because of 
their applications to theorem proving, specifications ofabstract data types, program 
transformation a d synthesis, algebraic simplification, etc. [5, 7, 10]. Many problems 
arise in the study of rewriting systems, e.g., the problems of termination, partial 
correctness, and confluence [10]. One way to investigate hese problems is to restrict 
one's attention to simple types of algebraic structures like monoids, which have 
been used very successfully giving results about string rewriting systems (see [4] 
for an overview). It is hoped that the results gained in this way will give some 
insight into what can and what cannot be expected in the general situation. 
Let R be a rewriting system over an alphabet .Y. Then the word problem for R is 
the following problem. 
INSTANCE. TWO words u, v ~ Z*. 
Qur_~nos. Are u and v congruent modulo the Thue congruence ~-** generated by 
R, i.e., do u and v define the same element of the monoid .Y*/~-**? 
* Some of the results presented here have already been described in the author's doctoral dissertation, 
which was supervised by Professor H. Brakhage from the University of Kaiserslautern. 
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It is well known that, in general, the word problem for a finite semi-Thue system 
is undecidable. Since a finite (string) rewriting system is nothing but a finite 
semi-Thue system, it immediately follows that, in general, the word problem for a 
finite rewriting system is undecidable. 
A rewriting system R over Z that is both noetherian and confluent defines a 
unique normal form for each element of the monoid Z*/~-**, and each R-chain 
starting with a word we Z* reaches the corresponding normal form in a finite 
number of steps. Rewriting systems of this form are called 'complete'. Thus, the 
word problem for a finite complete rewriting system is decidable. 
Since a finite complete rewriting system can be used to present a recursive monoid, 
the following two problems are of interest: 
-Does there exist, for every finite monoid presentation (,~;T) with a 
decidable word problem for T, a finite complete rewriting system R for this 
presentation, i.e., a finite complete rewriting system R over Z such that 
-Does there exist, for every finitely presentable monoid M with a decidable 
word problem, a presentation by some finite complete rewriting system R, i.e., 
a finite complete rewriting system R over some alphabet D such that 
M ~ £~*/o* ? 
The first problem has been solved by Jantzen [11] and Kapur and Narendran 
[12], who gave examples of finite monoid presentations with decidable word prob- 
lems which do not admit finite complete rewriting systems. 
The second problem is still unsolved, but i~ is conjectured that there exist counter- 
examples, too. (The examples mentioned above do not solve this problem because 
there exist presentations for these monoids which admit finite complete rewriting 
systems [2, 11].) 
Finite Thue systems T can be used to present monoids with undecidable word 
problems, too, whereas finite complete rewriting systems can presumably be only 
used to present a subclass of the finitely presentable monoids with decidable word 
problems. This gives rise to the question of whether there is some generalisation f 
the finite complete rewriting systems which can be used to present exactly the finitely 
presentable monoids with decidable word problems. 
In Section 2, n-level rewriting systems are introduced by imposing some (rather 
weak) restrictio.ns on how the rules may be applied to a given word. In Section 3 
it will be shown that it is possible to present every finitely presentable r cursive 
monoid M by a finite complete 2-level rewriting system. Since the decidability of 
the word problem for a finite complete n-level rewriting system will be obvious, we 
have the result that exactly the finitely presentable recursive monoids can be 
presented by finite complete 2-level rewriting systems. At present, it is still an open 
question if a similar result holds for the first problem mentioned above; i.e., if for 
every finite Thue system T with a decidable word problem there exists a finite 
complete n-levei rewriting system R such that *-** = <-~*. 
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1. Notations and basic definitions 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic concepts of formal language 
theory and computability theory. Here, some notations and definitions used 
throughout this paper are given. 
An alphabet ,Y is a finite set whose members are called letters. The set of words 
over 2; is denoted Z*, and A denotes the empty word. In general, Ixl denotes the 
length of a word x: ]AI=O, Ixal=lx]+l for all x~`y*, ae`y. The identity of words 
is written as - ,  and the concatenation of words u and v is simply written as uv. 
A Thue system T over`y is a subset of,Y* x ` Y*. The Thue congruence o*  generated 
by T is the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation or  over 2"  defined as 
follows: worz  if and only if 3x, y¢`y*, (u,v)~T:  [(w--xuy and z~xvy)  or 
(w=-xvy and z=-xuy)]. If w o ' z ,  one says that w and z are congruent (modulo 
T). The congruence class [w]r  of w is the set {ze`y* lwo*z} .  It is well known 
that the set of congruence classes {[ w] r I w ~ `Y*} forms a monoid under the operation 
[w]r  o [z]r  = [wz]r with identity [A]r. This monoid is denoted by ` y* /o* .  
If a monoid M is isomorphic to the monoid ` y* /o*  (M ~-`Y*/~-->*), then the 
ordered pair (,Y ; T) is called a (monoid-) presentation of M with generators ,Y and 
defining relations T. 
The word problem for a monoid given by the presentation (£ ; T) is the problem 
of deciding on input w, z e ` Y* whether w and z represent the same element of the 
monoid, i.e. whether w *->* z holds. Thus, the word problem for (,Y ; T) is nothing 
but the word problem for the Thue system T. However, it is well known that the 
decidability of the word problem for a monoid is independent of the chosen finitely 
generated presentation. If the monoid M has a decidable word problem and if there 
exists some finite presentation for M, then we will call M a finitely presentable 
recursive (f.p.r.) monoid. 
A rewriting system R over `Y, usually called a semi-Thue system, is also a subset 
of ` Y* xZ* .  An element (u, v)~ R is called a (rewriting) rule of R; we will denote 
such a rule by u -~ v, too. For a rewriting system R over 2~, 3a  denotes the following 
relation over 2~*: w 3R z if and only if 3x, y ~ `Y*, ( u, v) ~ R: [ w =- xuy and z - xvy]. 
The reflexive and transitive closure 3"  of 3R  is the derivation relation of R. One 
says that z can be derived from w in R if w 3"  z holds. Notice that the rules of a 
rewriting system may only be applied in the direction given by the system, while 
the rules of a Thue system may be applied in either direction. A word w is irreducible 
with respect o R (R-irreducible) if there is no rule in R which may be applied to w. 
For a rewriting system R we denote the reverse system {(v, u)l(u, v) ~ R} by R -1. 
Obviously, the union R u R -1 is a Thue system: the Thue congruence o*,~a-1 
generated by R is equal to the relation o*  which is the reflexive, transitive, and 
symmetric losure of oR. So, rewriting systems can be used to present monoids. 
Especially, by the word problem for R we mean the word problem for the Thue 
system R u R -~. Furthermore, we will use the abbreviation (`Y ; R) for (`Y ; R u R-~). 
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Let R be a rewriting system over 2. We say that R is 
• noetherian if and only if there is no infinite chain xl OR X2 OR" " " ; 
• confluent if and only if Vx, y, z ~ .Y*: x ~*  y and x ~*  z imply that y 3"  u and 
z ~*  u for some u s Z*; 
• complete if and only if R is noetherian and confluent. 
A complete rewriting system gives for every word u a unique word ~ ~ [u]R, which 
is R-irreducible; and each ~-cha in  starting with u eventually reaches ~. The word 
t~ is called the R-normal form of u. 
Let T be a finite Thue system with a decidable word problem. If the words u, v 
are congruent modulo T, then it is possible to compute a derivation u -  
WoOTWl Or ' ' "  ~TWk--V. This can be done, for instance, by enumerating in a 
systematical manner all derivations u~*  u' until there is a u' - v for the first time. 
We can generalise this statement by the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. Let 
- T be a finite Thue system over 2 with a decidable word problem 
- N c_ 2* be a recursively enumerable set of representatives for the congruence classes 
Then there exists a recursive function which on input w ~ 2*  computes the coding of 
a derivation w ~-->* ~ ~ N. 
Proof. An algorithm to find such a derivation.can be constructed as follows. 
Step 1. On input w ~ ,Y* we enumerate N; for the word just enumerated we check 
if it is congruent to w. After a finite number of enumeration steps we have found 
the representative ~ of w. 
Step 2. Now we compute a derivation w ~*  • as described above. 
Obviously, this algorithm can be realised by a recursive function. [] 
2. n-Level rewriting systems 
It is conjectured (as we have already mentioned in the Introduction) that in order 
to exactly present he f.p.r, monoids it will be necessary to generalise the complete 
rewriting systems anyhow. 
One possible way of doing this is the following definition. 
Definit ion 2.1. An n-level rewriting system R over 2 is an ordered n-tuple R = 
(R~, . . . ,  R,) of rewriting systems over 2 together with the following prescription: 
Any admissible sequence of applications of rules of R starting with w ~ ,Y* must 
be the beginning part of a sequence of the following form: 
w *l w, *2 w2 '3"" w, oR,÷,* -- -  , 
where the words w~ are irreducible with respect o R~. 
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Remarks 2.2. (1) A l-level rewriting system is a rewriting system as usually defined. 
(2) The notions 'complete', confluent', noetherian' can be defined for n-level 
rewriting systems in an obvious manner. 
(3) The Thue congruence generated by the n-level rewriting system R= 
(R1, . . . ,  R,) is the Thue congruence generated by R~ w R1-1 k3" • • k3 R, w R~ ~. 
(4) If the n-level rewriting system R = (R I , . . . ,  Rn) (n > 1) is complete (confluent, 
noetherian), then, in general, this does not hold for its subsystems R~, e.g., let 
R1 = {(a, b), (a, e)}, R2 = {(a, aa), (b, c), (ab, e)}, R = (R~, R2). Then, the 2-level 
rewriting system R is complete (the normal form of w ~ {a, b, e}* being e Iwl) but R1 
is not confluent; R2 is neither confluent nor noetherian. 
(5) If the n-level rewriting system R = (R~,. . . ,  Rn) is confluent, then the subsys- 
tems R~ do not need to be locally confluent rewriting systems over ~ (see example 
in (4) above). Thus, later on we will have to prove directly the confluence of a 
noetherian -level rewriting system. 
Let R =(R I , . . . ,  R,,) be a complete n-level rewriting system (n> 1), and let 
w 3* ,  wl ~ '2"  " "~* ,  u be an admissible derivation. Then, the set of rules which 
may be applied next is restricted either to the subsystem Ri (if u is not Rrirreducible) 
or to the subsystem Ri+~ (if u is Ri-irreducible). But if we have a general Thue 
system T (with ~*  = <--~*), then, in general, there are much more restrictions imposed 
on the sequence of applications of rewriting rules in order to obtain a derivation 
w ~*  ~ for some normal form ~. 
Therefore, the following problems are of interest: 
- Given a finite monoid presentation (,~ ; T) with a decidable word problem for T. 
Does there exist a finite complete n-level rewriting system R over some alphabet 
/~/ such that (Z ; T) and (~ ; R) are presentations of the same monoid? If there 
exists such an n-level rewriting system R, how many levels are sufficient? 
- Given a finite monoid presentation (~ ; T) with a decidable word problem for 
T. Does there exist a finite complete n-level rewriting system R for this presenta- 
tion; that means an n-level rewriting system R such that <-->* = <--}R.* 9 
In the following we will consider the first problem, and we will show that it is 
possible to present every f.p.r, monoid by a finite complete 2-level rewriting system 
R. The second problem is still unsolved. 
3. A 2-level rewriting system 
Let (ZM ; T) be a finite presentation of the Lp.r. monoid M. In this section we 
will construct a finite complete 2-level rewriting system R = (Rb R2) over some 
suitably chosen alphabet D such that (D ;R)  is a presentation of M, too. The 
construction of this rewriting system R will be done using the following fact: There 
exists a deterministic Turing machine Mo which on input w ~ ,~ computes a suitably 
chosen codingf(w) of a derivation w <-->* }~, with }~ a representative of the class [ w] 7-. 
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The alphabet 12 includes the alphabet -'~M, the alphabet ZXM and the sets of states 
Qo, Q~ of Mo and an auxiliary Turing machine M~, and some auxiliary symbols. 
The sets of rules R~, R2 essentially will do the following: 
R~ : Elimination of letters x ~ "~M. 
R2 : Most of the rules of R2 will simulate the Turing machines Mo and M1. (This 
will be done by modifying a construction of Davis [6].) The remaining rules 
will: 
(i) generate codings of initial configurations of Mo, 
(ii) simulate the derivation computed by Mo, and 
(iii) concatenate codings of configurations and enforce the restart of Mo. 
The rules will be constructed in a way that for a suitably chosen homomorphism 
q~: 12" ~-S*M the following hold: 
(i) ~o/~M =id, 
(ii) ~o(u) =M~P(V) for every rule u-~ ve R~ u R2. 
Because of this property it will be easy to show that ~p induces an isomorphism 
between the monoids presented by (12 ; R) and (ZM ; T), respectively. 
Theorem 3.1. Let M be an f.p.r, monoid. Then there exists a finite complete 2-level 
rewriting system R = ( RI, R2) over some alphabet 12 such that (12 ; R) is a presentation 
of M. 
Proof. (A) Let (2;M ; T) be a finite presentation of M. 
(B) Let 
T':= Tu  T-I-{(A, v)I(A, v)~ Tu  T -~} 
u{(a, iv) ,  (a, va)la ~,~M,(A , v)E Tu  T'} 
- -  {(u,, v,)]i = 1 , . . . ,  n}.  
Obviously, we have 
(i) 0*= ~*,, 
(ii) w *'->r w ,  w ~ X =¢,w "~T' W, i.e., every derivation chain w --- Wo OT W~ <'->T 
• " " ~rWk with Wo,..., Wk-t~A is a derivation chain with respect o T', too: 
WO'- '>T'  WI  " '>T'  " " " "-'>T" WI¢. 
(C) Let N~.~*  be a recursively enumerable set of representatives for the 
congruence classes [w]r ~ ~* ;  A E N. We will denote the representative of a word 
wby ~. 
(D) Let f :  ~* -*  {0, 1 , . . . ,  n, ¢}* be a recursive function which computes a deriva- 
tion ,~* ~ w -->*, ~ ~ N in the following sense: 
(i) f (w)  ~ (0*{ll"d, • • •, nl"l})*¢. 
(ii) Let f(wi--OZ'i~',lO~il2"!21...OZql'kl¢. Then there exists a sequence 
Wo, w~,..., wk of words wj e £*  with: 
(1 )  Wo'W, wk~-~ ', 
(2) wj_, - aju,pj, wj =- a v, A ,  
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(3) [ajl= zj. 
Such a function does exist. 
(E) Let Mo-- (-Y'rM, Qo, 8o, q~o °)) be the Turing machine described as follows: 
(i) Mo  is a deterministic one-tape Turing machine. 
(ii) The tape is divided in two tracks: The alphabet of the first track is £~ = -YM u 
{J6} 06 stands for the blank symbols); the alphabet of the second track is ,Y~ u 
{0, I,..., n, ¢, ¢i}. Thus, we have ~TM = "YD x (2~ u {0, I,..., n, ¢, ¢~}). For a word 
[xl, Yl] ... [xk, Yk] • ~*~ we shall write [xl • .. Xk, Yl--- Yk]; in order to simplify the 
notation we shall write [u, v] instead of [u]6 ~, vg t] (s =0 or t=0) even if lul~ Iv[. 
Furthermore, we will abbreviate [~, ~f] by B. 
(iii) Qo = {q~O)[ i e Io}. W.l.o.g. we may assume that q~O) is the uniquely determined 
stopping state. 
(iv) 80: Qo x 2~-~ Qo x {2~TM u {R, L}} is the transition function, where R and L 
denote the possible movings of the head. As we have already mentioned in (iii), 80 
is not defined for (q~O), x), x e 2~TM. 
(V) Mo works as follows: Starting with the initial configuration 
Mo first copies w to the second track and then computes f(w) on the second track. 
Obviously, Mo can be constructed in a way that it never changes the contents of 
the first track. The final configuration will be q[°)[w,f(w)]. 
(F) Let M1 = (-YTM, Q1, "81, qt01)) be the Turing machine described as follows: 
(i) M, is a deterministic Turing machine with the same working alphabet "~TM 
as M 0. 
(ii) Q1 = {q~)[ i e 11}; w.l.o.g, we may assume that q[~) is the uniquely determined 
stopping state (analogous to Mo). 
(iii) 81: QI x.Y~--) QI x (-YTMU {R, L}). 
(iv) MI works as follows: Starting with the initial configuration 
qCol)[w, ¢ tits], rv e{0, 1, . . . ,  n}*¢, 
M1 shifts the contents ¢~a of the second track by ! places to the left and eliminates 
the leading letters ¢1 at the same time. MI stops with the final configuration 
q l)[w, 
Obviously, M1 can do this without changing the contents of the first track at any time. 
The presentation (~2 ;R): We define the alphabet 
~2 := 2~M u -Y~u Qou Q1 u{$, ~, R, po,... ,p6}, 
where $, $ stand for border marks, R, Po,. . . ,  P6 are auxiliary symbols. W.l.o.g. we 
may assume that the subalphabets -YM, Y-,TM, Qo, Q1, {$, $, R, Po, • • •, p6} are mutually 
disjoint. Further, we will use the notation Q := Qo u Q1 u {po,- • •, pt}. 
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The homomorphisms ¢" O*-,  Z* ,  ~" Z* -~ Z'M, ¢ : O*--> Z*M are defined as 
follows: 
I 
tp(a) = a, a ~ ZM, 
~([a, x]) = a, a ~ ZM, [a, x] 6 Z-rM, 
tp(X) = A, otherwise, 
rp(a)=[a,~], a~Z~; 
{ ~(x)  = x, x e .~M, 
~b(x) = A, otherwise. 
The rewriting rules R = ( R1, R2): 
R1 : X->~(X),X~O--.~M, 
R2 : R2 := R21 u R22 w R23, with 
R21 " rules for the generation of starting configurations of Mo: a --> $q<o°)~b(a)$, 
a ~ ~t ,  
R22 : rules for the simulation of Mo and M~ (q e Qou Q1, x, Y~ZTM). 
(a) qx ~ q'y if (q, x, q', y) e 8, 
q$-~q'y$ if (q,B,q',y)~8, 
qx-~xq' if (q,x,q',R)~8, 
q$ ~ Bq'$ if (q, B, q', R) e & 
yqx ~ q'yx if (q, x, q', L) e 8 
Y E ~M, ( 
yq$-~ q'y$ if (q, B, q', L) e 8) 
Sqx ~ $q'Bx if (q, x, q', L) e 8, 
$q$-, $q'B$ if (q, B, q', L) e & 
(b) Rules to seek the string which is to be replaced: 
q~O)..> Po, 
q~l) _.> Po, 
po[x, O]-,[x, ¢dpo, xe .~.  
(e) Rules to simulate the replacement ui-~ vi: 
po[Ui, il,,,I]~p~[v~, ¢1~,1], i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,  n 
(d) Rules to generate an initial configuration of M~: 
[x, edp,-.p~[x, ed,  x~.~M, 
Bpl ~ Bqto 1~, 
$p~ -~ $q~o'. 
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(e) Rules to deal with the configuration po[w, ¢]: 
po[X, ¢]+p2[x,~], x~Y '~,  
Bpz -+ P2, 
SPz "+ $P3, 
p3[x, y]-> [x, ~]P3; 
p3B -* P3, 
P35 =+ P45, 
xp4 + p4X, 
$P4 + $P4, 
$]345 + A. 
R23 • 
of the rewriting: 
x$$p4y -* xRy, 
x ~ £M, [x, y] e 2:TM, 
x ~ ~TM, 
Rules for the concatenation f codings of configurations and for the restart 
xR-+ Rx, 
RR-) R, 
qR~ R, 
~R =, ~p~. 
x, y ~ ~,TM, 
X E "~TM~ 
qeQ, 
The proof that the rewriting system R = (R .  R2) indeed has the properties tated 
in the theorem is given by the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2. Let u-* v ~ R~ u R2. Then there is ~(u) =M ~(v). 
Proof. For each rule u--> v we obviously have 
or 
~v(u)- ~v(v) 
~v(u) -= us ~v(v) --- vi for some (us vi) ~ T'. [] 
Lemm 3.3. RI is complete; the R~-normal form of a word w ~ I~* is the word ~v(w). 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is obvious. [] 
Lemma 3.4. Let  w=-Sqto°)d~(w')$, w' ~ ,Y~,  and let 
w ~- Wo ~R2 wl =:>Rz " " "~s2  wj :=>R2 wj+1 ~Rz " " " ~R2 ff~. 
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Then the following hold: 
(i) w~ ==~= w~+~. 
(ii) The words w; are uniquely determined. 
(iii) The derivation chain w ===>*2 ff~ is the beginning part of the finite derivation chain 
ProoL (i) By induction, 
wj--'A 
or  
Wj ~-- Xjotq~yj, xb yi E {$, $}, q e (~O U Q,U{po, . . .  ,P4}, 0~,/8 e~T*'M. 
Thus, no rule ~ R 2 - R22 can be applied to wr 
(ii) All rules e R22 have a left-hand side of the form aq/3 with q e Qou Q~ u 
{po,... ,p4}; a, ~ e (~YT~U {$, $})*. But, if u e {$, $}2~*TMQZ*M{$, $}, then there are 
no two factorisations u - ~/latq/318t and u - -  "y20~2q/~282 such that aiqiS~, ot2q/~ 2 are  
left-hand sides of two different rules in R22. (Proof: for qE Q0 U (~)x this follows 
because of the determinism of Mo and M1, and for q e {Po,..., P4} this follows by 
inspection.) 
(iii) Because of (i), (ii) it is sufficient o show that there exists a finite derivation 
$q o °)  '22 
Let f(w')-O~'i~',l. . . O'ki~"'kl¢ and let w'-- w~, w~,. . . , w'k ~ w' be the derivation 
w'---'v w' coded by f(w'). 
- go(lUl), g (lu'l) are the upper bounds for the number of computing steps of Mo 
and Mz starting with q~o°)~(u) and q~o~)[x,u'], respectively (u~Z~, u'e 
¢*{0, 1 , . . . ,  n}*¢). 
-[v,l-lu, l Ko(i= 1,..., n), K0 >0. 
Obviously, the rules R22(a) simulate the Turing machines Mo, M~ exactly; i.e., for 
every computing step of these machines there is exactly one rule which is to be 
applied. 
Now, we can describe a derivation $q~o°)4~(w')$ ~*~2 $p,,4~(~,')$ and we can count 
the number of applications of rules: 
(1) $q~o°)dp(w')S=~*SB'po[w',f(w')]BS$. 
Derivation 
Number of 
applications 
of rules 
$B'po[ w', 1 
(2) 
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$B'po[ w', f(w') ]B'$ =>* $B Cpo[ w', ¢ ]B"$. 
Derivation 
Number of 
applications 
of rules 
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$B'po[ Wj_,, fjj]B'$ 
- $B'po[aj, 01%1][ u,,, iJ"'~l][fli , fj+l]B~$ 
3(c) SBr[otj, ¢~ Jl]pl[vi# ¢~v~j)][flj, j+l]BS$ 
~,~ $B'q~o'[ ,~:,,, ¢ ~,J+to,,i][/~j, fj+,]B'$ ' 
~a)  r' (1) s' $B ql [ajv,/3j, fj+l]B $ 
_= SB"po[ wh fj+~]B"$. 
1 
I~jl+l 
~< gt(lfjl + Ko) 
1 
By induction: 
r t t s r ? ? $ SB po[W , f (w )]B $ -  $B po[wo, f(Wo)]B $ 
*2, SB"po[ ' s, wk, J~]B $-- $B"po[~', ¢]BS'$ 
for some r', s' eN. The length of this derivation is bounded by Ejkl (gt(Ifjl+ Ko)+ 
2]aj]+3). 
(3) ,ar'po[,V, ¢]B"S ~% ~p,6(~')~. 
Only rules ~ R22(e) will be applied: 
Derivation 
Number of 
applications 
o'f rules 
se,'~o[~,, ¢]B"$ 
~* $p3[~', ~f]B'$ 
3.  s[~', ~]p,3 
:=>* $p,[~', Jff]$ 
- Sp ,~(~' )~ 
1 
r '+ l  
,'+lw'l+l 
Iwq+l 
2 lw ' l+r '+s '+4 
Thus, the assertion immediately follows from (1), (2), (3). [] 
Lemma 3.5. R is noetherian and confluent; the n.ormal form of a word we 12" is 
q,(w) ~ x. 
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ProoL Because of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 it is sufficient o show the following: Let 
ws.~h. 
(a) There is no infinite derivation with respect o R2 beginning with w. 
(b) Let w 3* ,  ~, }P R~-irreducible. Then we have 
• ~ {;~} ~, {~,p,~(u)~,l u ~ N-{X)}.  
Claim 1. Let w e E~,  w ~*~ w', w '~ A. Then, w' has a unique factorisation w ' -  
W 1 . . .  W k with 
(1) wi ~ "~,M, or 
(2) w,= x,z:,,x,, y,~ { $, ~}, z,e ( ~-{  $, ~} )*. 
In the second case we have, furthermore: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
Iw, IQ ~ 1, IW, IQ~R~ ~ 1, 
Iw, IR> 0, w,~ aqfl, q e Q=:>q ~ {p4, ps}, 
w,~ ~R/3 ~ [~lQ =0, y,-~, 
w~- ~qfl, q~ Q-{p4,  P5, p6} orq=p4,1W~lR=O: 
4- 3u e EM: Sq<o°)#~(u)$ =>*:~ w,, 
IW, IQ--O ~ ~,-y ,= i ,  
wi =- ap5 ~ x~ = yi = $, 
Wi ----I t~P613 ==~ Xi = $, Yi = $, 
[W,[R> 0 or w~ =-- uqv, q E {P4, Ps, P6}: 
3~L:  ¢,(w,)-= ~(~). 
Proof. Claim 1 is inductively proved as follows: 
(1) The claim holds for a word w e E ~. 
(2) The rules u-> v e R2 transform a word with the properties tated above in 
such a word again. 
(The proofs of (1) and (2) are straightforward and will therefore be omitted here.) 
Claim 2. There is no infinite derivation w 3* , .  • • starting with a word w ~ ,~.  
Obviously, no rule in 
R ~ := { a --> $qto°> rk ( a )$ l a ~ -YM}U { x$~,p4y -* x R y ] x, y ~ ,Y~} 
u {qR-~ R[q~ Q} u {RR-* R, SR--> $P5; $P45 -~ A} 
can be applied more than [w I times during the derivation w ~ '2""  ". Thus, it is 
sufficient o show the following: Let w 0*  2 w' (~ A). Then there is no infinite 
derivation with respect o R~ := R2-R[  beginning with w'. 
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Proof. Let w'-= ' w~...  w~, be the factorisation described in Claim 1. Obviously, 
each syllable w[ will be derived separately during a derivation w~...  w~ ~*~-  .- 
Hence, it is sufficient to show that for each syllable w[ there is no infinite derivation 
! with respect o R~ beginning with w~. 
Case 1. w[ ~ ,~"  w[ is R~-irreducible. 
Case 2. [W[IR>0; w[-- x~uRvy~. 
Because of Claim 1 (ii), (iii) the only rules s R~ which may be applied, are the 
following: 
Rule Upper bound 
, , x  
Sp,-> $pa 1 
xR-, Rx luvl 
p: - ,  lul 
Case 3. Iw[lR =0; thus we have w[--x~otq~y~. 
Case 3.1. q ~ Q - {ps, pr}. 
+ - ' Thus, each deriva- Because of Claim l(iv) we have: ~u ~ 2M. $q<o°)~b(u)$ ~*~ w~. 
tion w~ ~ • • • is a subsequence of the finite derivation chain 
Sq~o°)~b(u)$ ~*~ SP4~b (a)$. 
Case 3.2. q ~ {Ps, Pr}. 
Because of Claim 1 (viii) we have a/3 - ~b (u) for some u ~ Z ~. Thus, the derivation 
w~ ~*~.  • • is a subsequence of the uniquely determined finite derivation 
SP56(u)$ ~*  $6(u)p6$ ~*  $p6~b (u)$ ~*  Sq~o°)~b (u)$ ~*~ Sp,~b (a)$. 
Thus, R is noetherian. 
Claim 3. Let w~,~,  w~*2ff~, ~ R2-irreducible. Then we have ~{A}u 
Proof. Let ff ~ A and let ffp-= wl . . .  Wk be the factorisation described in Claim 1. 
Claim 3.1. The syllables wi cannot contain any letter x ~ ,~M u {R} u (Q-  {p4}). 
Proof. (i) wi -- a ~ •M" wi is reducible by a -> Sq~o°)~b(a)$. 
(ii) wi =- xiaR~y~: Because of Claim l(iii), w~ is reducible by one of the rules 
xR-~ Rx (x ~ £rM), SR--> $P5, or qR--> R (q ~ Q). 
(iii) I w~[R = 0, w~ = xiaq#y~, q ~ {Ps, Pr}. Because of Claim 1 (vi), (vii), wi is reducible 
by one of the rules psx-~ xps, xpr~p6x (x ~ E, rM), ps$~Pr$, $P6 --> $q~o °). 
(iv) w~ ~-x~otq#y~, q ~ Q-{p4,  ps, p6}. Because of Claim l(iv) there exists a word 
u ~  with $qto°)dp(u)$=g,*~w~; this derivation can be continued by 
w~ o=>* 2 $p44~(a)$ (Lemma 3.3); thus, w~ is reducible by a rule ~ R22 ~ R2. 
Thus, we have wi ~- x~ap4~y~ [w~la =0. 
Claim 3.2. I f  w~-~x~ap4~y~, [WiIR=0, then we have w~-~$p4~b(t~)$ for some ~ 
N-{x}. 
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Proof. Because of Claim l(iii) there exists a word u~2~ such that 
$qCo°)rp(u)$~*2w~. w~(~A) is R2-irreducible, thus we have wi---$p4~(fi)$, fie 
N-{A)  (Lemma 3.3). 
Claim 3.3. w =-- w~; i.e., w does not contain more than one syllable Sp4~b(~)$, 
t~ e N - {A }. 
Proof. Obvious: w~w2---$p4rb(~)$$p4dp(u')$ , u '~ A) is reducible by one of the 
rules x$$p4y --> xRy. 
Thus, we have w-~p,,rp(u)$ for some ue N-{A}. 
Lemma 3.6. The homomorphism ~p: ~2*-->.Y* induces an isomorphism ~: ~*/***--> 
,Y ~/  ~-> T. Especially, (~ ; R) is a finite presentation of M. 
Proof. Let M':= f2*/,->*. Now we have to show the following: 
(i) wl =M, w:=:>~p(wl) =M~p(w2). This is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.2. 
(ii) ~p(wl) =~p(w2)~wl  =~, w2. Because of ~p(wl) =~p(w2) we have ~'~1)-= 
~2) ;  hence, w~ and w2 can be derived to the same word (Lemma 3.5). 
(iii) ~ is surjective. ~p is surjective because of ~p/~ = id; thus, ~ is surjective, 
too. [] 
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